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In the March Kamshaft I put out a cry for help, for this edition of
the Kamshaft. I would like to thank all those that did respond and I
did manage to include all the items received into this issue. So this Kamshaft
Edition is made up entirely of what I received.
I usually never hear from anyone when I send out the monthly club calendar or the
Kamshaft however I was really surprised and appreciated the emails I received after sending
out the May calendar:. Listed here are the responses I received: - Dave, U are very funny. KF —Thanks for the humor... a nice way to keep our spirits up.
Hope you are doing well ... hope to see everyone soon JG And you thought is was hard before trying to get material, now it’s all dried up and blowing away But we are staying home
and staying safe, we are both fine. The cars are still in storage keeping dry. JF Thanks for the
Laughs!!!!! MM Nice one Dave. GG I’M GLAD TO SEE YOU ARE MAINTAINING YOUR SENSE
OF HUMOUR. HANG IN THERE. TD Yes, I got the very interesting calendar….So much to look
forward to. DP If gave both Linda and I a lot of laughs when we obviously need it most.
Many thanks for all of the thought and research time you put into its production. JR Thanks
for keeping in touch. I think it depends if the toilet paper is used or not. It will be great when
we can get together for super and have a good visit. Take care and we will all get through this
together. D & L. Hi Dave. Just wanted to say how I appreciate the work you do sending information our way it really helps keeping us feeling together and connected till we can shake
hands again RH Thanks Dave, this brought a smile. LJ
Thanks to Dick Parkes for writing his article in the Connector on Doug McCloy for The
Kamloops This Week. This works as great advertising for our Club.

Elaine Jones is our
sunshine lady.
If you know a member that could use a ray of sunshine contact Elaine at
778 470 0369
Get Well card sent to John Rostron
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Having a little more time on my hands lately, I have been going through some of our old family photo
albums which contain many photos of Sunday drives gone by. My dad, Vincent Parkes, was never into
sports, hobbies or even old cars, but one thing he did like to do was pile as many people as possible into one
of our old station wagons and head out for a Sunday drive. Dad was obviously into this long before I came
along as the this photo is of Mum and Dad taken in 1936, up on
Mount Revelstoke with
Dad’s 1929 Chevrolet 4
door Landau convertible
sedan. Jason Tasko has
two of this very rare model, as does Jim
Gunnarsen, in which the
back portion of the roof
behind the rear
doors folds down, as in a convertible.
◄ This picture was taken during lambing time on
Scheidam Flats (on the way to Paul Lake) back in 1953.
That’s me, second from left beside my sister, Mimi. The
driver of the 1949 Ford pickup was Walter Lunn, an old
family friend who looked after the Skelly family’s flock of
sheep. A spring ritual was a Sunday drive out to see the
lambs. When Walter passed away my dad was the
executor of his estate and he ended up buying that same
Ford truck from the estate. It had a Vulcan rebuilt flathead V8 and purred so nicely that you could hardly hear it running. The body and fenders, however, were
pretty thrashed after all those jaunts over the hills, chasing the sheep. Shortly after I got my driver’s licence,
I used to take my dates out in that truck. I don’t think the ladies were too impressed!
A lot of our Sunday drives involved fishing, and Dad
loved to try and find his way to remote lakes located
on a map or air photo. The fishing was usually
secondary to the adventure. One spot he tried to get
to for several years was ‘way up on top of the Adams
Plateau, on the north side of Adams Lake. There are
two small alpine lakes up there but were only sporadically accessible by vehicles (usually only 4-wheel
drives) due to huge muskeg mudholes. The drive also
involved trying to navigate one’s way among a maze of
logging and forestry roads
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One particularly dry summer (1987) we were finally able to make it up there, even in my dad’s
Plymouth Volare station wagon and our 1960 Ford pickup, loaded up with my mother, aunt, sister,
nephew and two of our kids. I seem to remember that the hotdogs cooked over the campfire were
delicious, and I think we even caught some fish.
Another spring ritual was picking up my Mum’s
sisters, who lived in Chase, and heading up the road
towards Neskonlith Lake to see the wildflowers. In the
photo, our daughters Holly and Jessica are sitting
amongst the tiger lilies and the johnny jump-ups with
Little Shuswap Lake in the background.
Saving one of Dad’s best Sunday drives for last
deserves some background. In 1950 Dad obtained a
ten-year lease from the Douglas Lake Cattle Company
to establish a fishing camp on their property on Salmon Lake. From scratch, Dad built some tent
cabins, a wharf, an ice house and purchased some boats and he was in the fishing camp business,
which he ran for several summers.
One dream he had was to transport some of his guests to some other remote lakes nearby, but it
never happened. Several years after he had sold the camp he decided that we would try and get to
these lakes. We didn’t own a 4-wheel drive so he rented a small CJ-type Jeep, and along with Walter
Lunn, off we went to try and get to Todd, Pratt and Blackwell Lakes over an old forestry road that
Dad had picked out on the air photos. After bashing along a very primitive road for about 10 miles
we came to a big mudhole and we decided to give it a try. Dad was driving and part way through the
mudhole the Jeep started to sink so he quickly shoved it into reverse and we were just able to get
back onto dry land. We decided that there was no way to drive through this mudhole so Dad and I
opted to walk the rest of the way to the lakes, leaving Walter in the Jeep as he was too elderly to
walk very far.
After a hike of a couple of miles we finally found the lakes, had a look around and then headed
back to the Jeep. Walter, however, had figured that he could get the Jeep through the mud, and
when we got there, the Jeep was stuck so deep in the hole that water was running through the cab.
Dad somehow restrained himself from strangling Walter and we tried for about an hour to get the
Jeep out, but to no avail. On the way up there we had passed a pickup truck parked beside the road
and Dad told me to run back down the road (about two miles) to see if they could come and pull us
out.
However, when I got there the truck was gone so I hiked back to the Jeep. As it was getting dark
with no luck getting the Jeep out of the mire, Dad and I decided to hike out, leaving Walter with the
Jeep. After walking about 10 miles we finally got a ride home. I figured that I must have walked at
least 15 miles on that Sunday drive! The following day Dad had to rent another Jeep to go back to
rescue Walter and the drag the other Jeep out of the mud.
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In the earlier days of the Kamloops Chapter, we also
used to go for Sunday drives in our vintage cars. In one of
the photos we were scouting a route for one of our May
Tours and stopped in a field on the Wolf Ranch, near
Pritchard, for a picnic lunch.
On another occasion we travelled through the Douglas
Lake Ranch road from Nicola Lake to Westwold and pulled
out beside the Salmon River, fired up the cook trailer, and
enjoyed our lunch under the pines. Doesn’t get much
better than that!

Because there is not much else going on, it
has been suggested that we might rekindle an
interest in Sunday drives in our vintage cars,
which should not be in violation of any of the
current regulations.
Hopefully, we can make this happen. Break
out your picnic baskets! Dick

These pictures are supplied by Mal Dixon.
In 1963 Gail and I decided to marry and my old ‘56 Ford pick up had a lot of miles
on it so we traded it in on a brand new1963 Valiant 2 door slant 6.
This is a photo of Gail standing in front of the truck just before we went and picked
up our brand new car and that is us standing with the new car on
our wedding day.

Gone are the days when you could drive around with a dog on
your fender.. This is a picture of my dad with his dog Sandy
going for a ride. I do not know of a car today that would allow
you do such a trick. Mal Diixon
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Haggerty 5 Steps to bring your car out of winter storage
Suggested by Bob Chambers

CLEAN: - Even in storage, dirt and grime accumulate on your beloved ride. Take
the time to remove all this damaging debris from both painted and soft surfaces.
.

Inspect: - Even if you put the car away properly, and kept an eye on it
over winter, the first thing you should do is go over it with a keen eye.
Bumper to bumper and roofline to contact patch, grab your favorite flashlight (everyone has a favorite flashlight, right?) and examine each nook
and cranny of your car.

Prepare to start: - That’s right, we’re slicing this process pretty
thin. However, even when properly stored, a dormant engine can benefit
from a slow awakening. Ensuring components are ready to move again
will go a long way to ensuring your engine has not only a good driving
season but a healthy extended life.
Engines drain oil from top to bottom, and after sitting all season there is
likely very little—if any—oil at the top end of the engine. If you have the
ability and confidence to spin the oil pump before cranking the engine
with the start, do that. If not, grab an oil can and remove the valve covers and oil the top end. This won’t get the main bearings, but it is better
than nothing.

Start: - A few pumps of the accelerator on a carbureted engine will get
some raw fuel in the intake manifold to make starting a bit easier. Fuelinjected engines will only need a turn of the key. Once running, let the engine
idle for a few minutes as you look around the engine compartment for any
leaks and listen for strange noises. Diagnose anything you find right away.

Go for a short drive: - You finally made it to the part you have been
waiting for this whole time. Put the car in gear and start
slowly—a trip around the block or down the street, for
example. Pay attention to any noises or vibrations that seem
out of the ordinary.

Do Not Forget Your Fire Extinguisher!
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Judy and I landed on Maui March 6th which as it turned out
was a really good time to be there. The weather was beautiful, the
water was clear and consequently the snorkeling was wonderful,
the whale watching from our beach was spectacular and the
turtles were plentiful. Yes, there was a run on toilet paper, wipes
and cleaning products. The beaches began to empty, the weekly
ukulele night at a local church was cancelled and there were fewer cars on the road. When
we left there were five confirmed cases on the island. The virus was not a real concern for us
as we stay in a small condo complex and know almost everyone there. In fact, we had an
intimate St Patrick’s Day Soiree and Mr. Jameson (of Irish whiskey fame) made a significant
appearance.
Our return flight to Vancouver was scheduled for March 24th and you can imagine our
surprise when a friend asked if we had heard Westjet’s announcement that they were ceasing
all international flights March 22nd. Contacting the airline was hopeless and they certainly
didn’t contact us so we booked online on our own dime and were lucky to get seats on
Westjet’s final flight out of Maui March 22nd at 11:00 p.m.
Islanders and their government were urging visitors to stay away and encouraging
vacationers on the island to leave. In fact, there were demonstrations at the airport saying
“Aloha is no more, do not come here.” The airport was a big potential germ pit, the security
line was crowded (no distancing there), the airport waiting rooms were packed and we were
given wipes and asked to wipe down our seating area when boarding the plane which was
full. Looks like we did okay as our 14 days of self- isolation were up April 5th.
We have since had meaningful dialogue with
Westjet and have enough credits to last a few
years. Hope the airline stays afloat.
Looking west from Sugar Beach at 6:45 a.m.
Those are Pacific Whale Foundation boats in the
distance. The flags mark a finish line or a turn around
for outrigger canoe races.
We observed whales swimming several times near the
far flag.
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This was taken at 6:54 pm from our condo on Sugar
Beach. The sun sets at approximately 6:30 pm and
moves up the ridge each evening.

Westjet got us off the island before we had to
pitch our tent here

March 20, 2020 – History being made,
it was a beautiful afternoon but Sugar
Beach was empty because of the virus.

Yes, we did book for next year. Here’s
hoping! Thanks Geoff
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RE: Easter Weekend Cruising

By Keith Barron

I took the recent advice of our club
this Easter weekend. I went out for
some cruising time. A lot of cruising
time.
I purchased a temporary permit for
my 1938 Plymouth project car. I had
completed a lot of mechanical work on
the car work over the winter. I felt it
was ready to take to the road. I really
wanted to test and tune it.
I figured a couple of days of driving
around town would cause any unknown
problems to appear.
The car performed well.
Even the heater worked, and I needed it! The drivers door is mostly gutted-out and there
is no glass in it currently. As it turns out, there seems to be little point in having glass
anyway, in an old car with no turn signals. My new bias tires, manual steering, one arm
out the window for signaling, the other on the gear shifter, I was busy. It turns out too
busy to grab a coffee to-go, at Tim's. That was not necessarily an enjoyable coffee while
cruising.
I learned something new about cars from the mid-30's period. They really cruise
nicely at 25-30 mph. You slow down and you just take in the world around you. The car
purrs and feels just right. The normal everyday sights from behind the windshield of the
old Plymouth seem more interesting somehow.
Passers-by really took a liking to my car. I enjoyed many smiles, waves, and other
forms of recognition. Every single person got a honk back to acknowledge their
kindness. I laughed when people actually yelled "Hey", to get my attention. Then gave
me a big wave and a smile. The '38 had a common boring horn when new. I was lucky
enough to come into an old "aoogah" horn. A big thanks to John Bone. I replaced the
boring horn with one of the most pleasing sounding horns ever made. That aoogah horn
brought probably 100 people, one hundred smiles over the weekend. People young and
old seemed to light up by its wonderful sound. A sound rarely heard by most people today. No, it's not correct for the car, but arguably might be the best thing I've done to the
car yet! I totaled close to 100 miles on my Plymouth odometer by the time the insurance
ran out on day 2. Back into the garage it will go, for the next round of wrench slinging.
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RE: Easter Weekend Cruising Continued

Sunday, I took out my 1953 Chrysler for a cruise. Wow.
After 100 miles in the Plymouth, by comparison, I felt like a
millionaire cruising in a new car. Now I had some new
perspective. I gained more respect and admiration for my
Chrysler. It floats so smooth and effortlessly compared to my
'38 Plymouth. It has turn signals that work from inside the car!
The transmission shifts automatically! It's wider radial tires
probably made a big difference in the ride quality. 15 years
worth of suspension & steering improvements really add up in
the Chrysler too. I am very fortunate and feel spoiled to have
these two cars to enjoy. I will thoroughly enjoy them both for years to come.
Some people may think we're half-nuts to spend so much time and money looking after these old
sedans. As you know, it's very rewarding work. And lonely too! We can spend a lot of time out there
in the garage alone. Yet, when we get out for the yearly Easter Parade, after a long winter in the
garage, it all makes it worth while. When the sun is out, you're cruising, and the public responds
showing their appreciation for these old cars, you're all in. You're in deep now. Keith Barron

The mystery car for April is a 1950 Checker A5 limousine. Very
few of these cars were built, as the Checkers main
focus was the production of taxi cabs. The drive train consisted of a Kaiser/
Continental 226 cubic inch, 6 cylinder engine, a Borg Warner 3 speed manual
transmission, and a 3.489 differential. Drum brakes were used on all four
wheels. The car weighed 4,120 pounds. These cars were designed for easy
access and comfort for all the passengers. With this in mind, engineers
designed the frame and drive train not only for structural strength, but also to
allow for a flat floor in the car, with no transmission/drive line tunnel.
Checker was started in 1921, with the first cars produced in
1922. Their car production continued through to 1981. They
produced between 12,000 and 14,000 cars a year. The company
posted a profit every year, even during the depression, until
1981. 1981 proved to be a bad year for Checker as they posted
their first loss. Between labor troubles, extreme interest costs at
that time, and that they could not take advantage of large scale,
car production stopped. The company stamped parts for General Motors from 1981 to 2009, when GM ran
into its own problems. Checker closed that year. Art Harms
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Old Auto Ads –hard to believe some of these!!!
How things have changed since 1953
Supplied by Rich Vandermey
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We are long time members of the VCC and the Kamloops Chapter. Our Easter Parade was cancelled this
year because of the Covid 19 Virus. We all missed it as it was a reason to get together and get our cars
running and also to entertain the people of Kamloops. It was suggested by the President that we do a drive
on our own. We called a few of the members who live in this area and asked if they would like to join us on
a drive though Dallas and Barnhartvale. Those who Joined us
were Engel & Audrey
Bouwmeester, Ken &
Lorraine Finnigan, Carolyn
Obieglo, Dick Parkes, Guy
& Joan Arcand, Terry
Shewchuk and guest David
Bidlecombe.
Every vehicle was given
a tour map with a sign
that said “Please keep 10 ft away from this vehicle”
We posted it on Facebook just 2 days ahead that we were doing the
run and did not announce the meeting place as we did not want to encourage a car show. We were
asked to tour Campbell Creek
village and we did circle the
streets. We cautioned to social
distancing as if we did not we
would call it off. We started a
1:00pm and went down Dallas drive. One family parked there SUV and
sat in the back. We headed up Todd Rd and did loops thought the residential area with loops on Lamar, Highridge, Meadowland, Clearview
and headed back to Dallas and disbursed. Everyone social distanced
and were waiting on their properties. We tried to stick to the
residential streets to encourage people staying in their own yards.
We received 202 “likes” on our Facebook Post and many comments.
Some were:
Thank you for adding a smile on Easter Day
How Much Fun. Sounds of Spring. It was a great Watch
It was nice to break up the monotony. My kids are thrilled
Made us think about something other than the virus.
I
t was the highlight of our week. My kids absolutely loved it
Our little “Car Boy” is still talking about the amazing cars and that awesome truck that he saw
yesterday.
Thanks to everyone ☺Lorraine & Ken Finnigan
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A TWO FOR ONE DEAL By Peter Sanderson
In 1981 my in-laws were to celebrate their 50th Wedding Anniversary in Debden a village in Northern
Saskatchewan where they married and still resided. A year before the celebration was to take place,
during the planning, when mode of travel was
discussed, it was decided to look around for a vintage
vehicle for their transportation.
Well it just so happened that looking in the local
classifieds shortly thereafter I spotted an ad for a 1928
Ford Model A Tudor – needs some work. Now being an
Englishman I had no knowledge of these cars but, what
the heck, let’s give it a try. Called the owner and drove
out to have a look. In actual fact, there were 2 cars available-one a starter project for $1000. and the other a junker for $500. After kicking the tyres I made him an offer
of $500. for the best one which the seller accepted.
Next day I borrowed a truck & trailer to
pick it up and after loading, the father of
the seller came out and told me to come
back for the other one. I replied that I
had only purchased the best one but he
insisted they both had to go; he wanted
the “junk” off his property. We lived in a
town subdivision in Northern BC at the
time and suspect the neighbours may
not have appreciated the rusty arrivals
to our backyard.
Anyway, getting on with the story, the
pile of rusty pieces were disassembled,
cleaned, repaired and polished, and
where necessary, with the help of
George Moir parts catalogue and a pile
of money it all came together. My wife called it a bucket with a hole in the bottom that I kept pouring
money into. When it came time for bodywork and painting the local auto body shop owner came to the
rescue. He very generously gave me the run of his shop and equipment, for which I am eternally
grateful and I gained a good friend in the process. My Father-in-Law came to visit us that winter and
joined in the project knowing exactly what he was doing and thoroughly enjoying the challenge. He was
back to his younger days and loving it being totally unaware of the reason for the restoration.
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The summer of 1981 saw a completed car roll out of the garden shed looking very sharp in its coat of
Cobra Drab and Arabian Sand paint riding on freshly painted black 21” newly shod wheels, with the
chrome sparkling like the day it came out of the factory.
Two weeks later we hooked it up to the back bumper of our 1975 Vandura camper van and towed it on
its own wheels to northern Saskatchewan, about 1500 miles away. It was hidden away in a farmers’ barn
until the special day.
The weather co-operated on July 4th 1981. So in the glorious prairie sunshine with everyone dressed in
their Sunday best for the celebration, Ovila & Annette came
down the church steps after renewing their wedding vows
and there sat the car. The look of astonishment and surprise
on their faces was priceless to say the least. Their Best Man
from 50 years prior took the keys, held the door open and
they sat royally in the newly upholstered rear seat. Driving
around this small town where everyone knows each other
and tooting the “ugga” horn was quite the event.
A photo op session followed. We realized later that the
pose of the couple standing hand in hand at the rear of the
car was the exact pose from 50 years earlier and although it
was a black and white photo, their wedding picture showed
the same outline of the rounded rear quarter panels and
familiar beltline.
So that’s our model A introduction into American cars.
You may well ask, what of the other one bought? Well
that’s another story. Peter

Dwell/tachometer tool for use with 6V ignition
system. Keith
kbarron2679@gmail.com Cel:306-807-4626

A Garage to rent to use to restore a car or
for storage. Outside secure storage for
vehicle - trailer storage
John Bone 250- 320-6626
boneyard@telus.net

Photos of Your Car for future Kamshafts
[Please no open hoods] thanks Editor
Send photos to kamshafteditor@gmail.com
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1969 Chevy $7,000
or O.B.O
Email received by Jeanne Chambers
Subject: - Chevy truck
Hi Bob and Jeanne:
Here is a photo of the truck I was telling you about Jeanne.
It is a 69 Chevy half ton. In its day it did a lot of work, especially at the
cabin; hauling logs out of the bush, hauling gravel for the driveway, and packing water and other
supplies up to Walloper Lake from our house in town.
Over the years we made some modifications to the truck. When propane was much cheaper
than gas we converted it to running on propane. This actually increased the power slightly which
was an unexpected bonus. in 1993 we had the engine rebuilt. We were leaving town for a year and
didn't want to have problems while we were gone. Up until now there is only about 25,000 miles on
that rebuilt engine. In 2005 we started a project to restore the body. We knew of a young mechanic
who wanted to start a business repainting vehicles so gave him the opportunity to work on our
truck. By this time we had bought a newer truck so didn't need it right away.
We invested in a lot of parts from Scots Super Trucks, Penhold, Alberta. We got lower box
panels, right and left doors, seals, dash pad and rear view mirror, door seals and felt kit. From
Knowles Exhaust in Kamloops we got exhaust components, 2 tailpipes, fuel cap, wipers and a horn
switch. Again in 2016 we sent to Scotts Super Trucks for the last items we needed; lock knobs,
door lock rods, hood catch spring, Custom/10 emblems, antenna, dark blue steering wheel and
dark blue horn Cap (Chev.) and paid Knowles exhaust to install them for us. By then my husband
was not in good health and I just wanted to get it finished.
I have driven it a few times since then but not very often. Recently drove it out to a friend's
place in Black Pines, north of Kamloops to store it for the winter months. Over all we spent over
$7000.00 on the restoration, not including the Engine rebuild and the Propane conversion. It would
be nice to get some of that back.
If you know of someone who would be interested in this almost finished vintage truck please
give them my contact information and see if they would like to make me an offer. Thank you so
much for your help. It is definitely time to say goodbye to Old Blue.
Donna Sharpe 250 376 2806 sharpe2d@telus.net
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1928 Chevrolet Depot Hack $ FREE
A project complete car less wood body lots of spare parts
I will donate to someone that wants to build the car
John Bone 250-320-6626
boneyard@telus.net

1925 Chevrolet, $2,200 4 door made
into a pick up. engine runs, car dives and
stops, body is rough and rusty but makes
a good display car.
Original Kamloops car.
Numbers matching car
John Bone 250-320 6626
boneyard@telus.net

1929 Chevrolet Pick Up $300 Cab and fenders.
Good for yard art, project or hot rod
John Bone 250-320-6626
boneyard@telus.net

Yard Art Items, $1. and up
Car parts - engines - wood wheels - frames etc....
Call for details as I don't want to scrap these items,
but everything must go.
John Bone 250-320-6626
boneyard@telus.net
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